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1 Name of the payment instrument2 known to users (e.g. name of the gift card of a certain chain of stores, fuel cards, public transport cards, parking tickets, name of the coupon/voucher for online shopping, name of a mobile payment application, etc.)
2 Brief description of the manner of use of the payment instrument (e.g. a gift card used for payment at a chain of stores):
3 Tick the payment instrument, which best corresponds to the payment instrument used for payment within the relevant service:
4 Do you issue the payment instrument as an independent instrument (e.g. card or application) or is it on an instrument, which comprises several payment instruments used in different models of the limited network?
Odaberite platni instrument
Please explain if you are the issuer of other payment instruments or payment instruments are issued by other issuers and who they are:
5 A single payment instrument (card or other means of payment) must not at the same time contain instruments issued by payment service providers (e.g. payment cards, such as MasterCard, Maestro, Visa, Diners) and payment instruments from the limited network (e.g. gift card of a store). 
Please confirm that the payment instrument you issue is used independently and that it is not on a card or in an application together with another payment instrument issued by the payment service provider (including payment cards, such as MasterCard, Maestro, Visa, Diners).
If you cannot confirm with a “yes”, please explain in detail:
6 Tick the manner in which the user pays funds to the issuer of the payment instrument:
Odabir načina izvršavanja plaćanja izdavatelju
user pays funds to the issuer of the payment instrument subsequently (postpaid payment instrument)
user pays funds to the issuer of the payment instrument in advance (prepaid payment instrument)
6.1.1 If the user pays funds to the issuer of the payment instrument subsequently (postpaid payment instrument), please specify how the payment can be made:
6.1.2 Is there an upper spending limit on the individual payment instrument and how is it set – through a technical functionality of the payment instrument or through general terms and conditions for the use of the payment instrument?
6.2.1 If the user pays funds to the issuer of the payment instrument in advance (prepaid payment instrument), please specify how the payment instrument can be purchased:
6.2.2 If the sale of the payment instrument is carried out through one or more contractual partners, please list their names:
6.2.3 Must the prepaid payment instrument be used in entirety or is it possible to initiate several payment transactions up to the total amount available on the payment instrument?
6.2.4 Tick to select whether the payment instrument can be replenished or not:
6.2.5 Is there an upper limit up to which the payment instrument can be replenished and what is the highest amount of funds that can be placed into the payment instrument?
7 Irrespective of whether it is a postpaid or a prepaid payment instrument, is there an upper limit for the amount of the individual payment transaction and how is it determined – through the technical functionality of the payment instrument or through general terms and conditions for the use of the payment instrument?
8 Tick the limited network model to which the manner of use of the payment instrument best corresponds:
I payment instrument allowing the holder to acquire goods or services only in the premises of the issuer (only at physical points of sale)
II payment instrument allowing the holder to acquire goods or services only within a limited network of service providers under direct commercial agreement with a professional issuer (at physical points of sale and/or online sale)
III payment instrument which can be used only to acquire a very limited range of goods or services (at physical points of sale and/or online sale)
9 Describe the activity that corresponds to the selected limited network model (model I, II or III in item (8)):
10 Tick to select whether the payment instrument can be used to acquire:
11 Who are the target users of the payment instrument?
12 In which countries and at which merchants can payment with this instrument be made?
Country
Merchants (payees)
13 Who acquires transactions based on the payment instrument?
13.1 List third parties in the Republic of Croatia:
13.2 List third parties in other countries:
14 Specify any other features of the payment instrument relevant for determining the limited network exclusion not indicated above:
15 Enter the number and the value of payment transactions3 executed using this payment instrument in the Republic of Croatia during the reporting period of 12 months:
Total number of payment transactions
Reporting period
Total value of payment transactions
16 Forecast potential future average annual number and value of payment transactions using this payment instrument:
Total number of payment transactions
Reporting period next 12 months
Total value of payment transactions
17 For the payment of funds to the issuer of the payment instrument in advance (prepaid payment instruments) forecast the highest total amount of funds you expect that might be placed into payment instruments in the period of the next 12 months:
18 For the payment of funds to the issuer of the payment instrument subsequently (postpaid payment instruments) forecast the highest total amount of the payment for costs made with payment instruments in the period of the next 12 months:
19 Estimate the potential future largest number of payment instruments planned to be issued in the next 12 months:
20 Assess the risks faced by the client when using the payment instrument:
a) Additional information on models referred to in Article 5, item (11a) of the Payment System Act
This section of the questionnaire is to be completed for the following limited network models:
I payment instrument allowing the holder to acquire goods or services only in the premises (only at physical points of sale) of the issuer
II payment instrument allowing the holder to acquire goods or services only within a limited network
   of service providers under direct commercial agreement with a professional issuer (at physical 
   points of sale and/or online sale)
For model I, specify in how many premises (physical points of sale) of the issuer the payment instrument can be used
a.1 Has direct agreement for the acquiring of payment transactions been concluded between the issuer of the payment instrument and each provider of goods and services (merchant) and, where applicable, each acquirer operating within the limited network?
If “yes”, describe how the acquiring of payment transactions is carried out:
a.2 Estimate the largest number of merchants that will acquire the issuer’s payment instrument within the limited network in the next 12 months:
a.3 Does the provider offer goods and services under the common brand characteristic for the limited network? If the user of the payment instrument is provided with a special visual presentation (e.g. logo), please enclose it with the notification.
a.4 Specify the geographical area in which the payment instrument is acquired and provide plans for expansion:
a.5 In addition to contractual limitations, are there also certain technical restrictions limiting the use of the payment instrument only within the limited network, as agreed with the network of merchants? Please confirm:
If you cannot confirm with a “yes”, please explain in detail:
b) Additional information on models referred to in Article 5, item (11b) of the Payment System Act
This section of the questionnaire is to be completed for the following limited network model:
III payment instrument which can be used only to acquire a very limited range of goods or services (at physical points of sale and/or online sale)
b.1 Provide the comprehensive list of goods and/or services that can be purchased with this payment instrument: 
b.2 List the merchants that acquire payments for goods and/or services with this payment instrument:
b.3 For the use of a certain payment instrument to be deemed limited for the acquiring of a very limited range of goods or services, there should exist a functional connection between the goods and/or services that can be acquired with the payment instrument.
The functional connection between goods and/or services is established by designating the category of goods and/or services with a common purpose (e.g.: fuel and vehicle related goods and services).
Specify which category of goods and/or services you have designated as goods/service with a common purpose and describe its functional connection with the goods and/or services that can be acquired with the payment instrument. The functional connection can exist between physical and digital goods and/or services (e.g., in the category of fuel and vehicle related goods and services, in addition to fuel, there may also be windscreen cleaning liquids (physical goods) and the digital toll coupon (digital goods).
b.4 In addition to contractual limitations, are there also certain technical restrictions limiting the use of the payment instrument only for the acquiring of a limited range of goods and/or services that are functionally interconnected. Please confirm:
If you cannot confirm with a “yes”, please explain in detail:
1 Where the service provider issues a large number of payment instruments, an Annex to this Form – Description of the limited network service should be completed for each payment instrument used for payment within the individual limited network service.
2 ‘Payment instrument’ means a personalised device and/or set of procedures agreed between the payment service user and the payment service provider used for payment.
3 All payment transactions executed using these payment instruments should be included, irrespective of whether they are acquired by the issuer itself or by a third party.
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